Compliance training is not just about presenting information to employees and getting them back to work as quickly as possible. This training must help employees think about the issues involved and discover how they can apply the principles to their daily activities. To accomplish this successfully requires a partner that brings innovation, scale, and credibility to the design and deployment of any training solution. That’s where AllenComm comes in.

"Compliance training is not just about presenting information to employees and getting them back to work as quickly as possible.

**TYPES OF COMPLIANCE TRAINING**

- HIPPA
- Fraud detection (anti-money laundering, anti-bribery, etc.)
- SOPs
- Sexual harassment
- Risk management
EXPERIENCE

We know how to get the importance of compliance instilled across your organization by connecting regulations and statutes to employee performance and success. We’ve developed solutions that have successfully elevated compliance knowledge and adherence for thousands of employees including:

• A doctor-themed training system aimed at reducing medical malpractice lawsuits, featuring powerful video messages from highly-respected medical professionals, case studies, and practice modules
• Enjoyable and innovative anti-bribery training that incorporated interactive games and immersive simulations
• An engaging training solution that emphasized safeguarding confidential information

INSIGHT

We take the time and work together with your teams to think outside the box of conventional learning practices and create custom solutions that not only meet compliance and regulatory standards, but also align with your organization’s procedures, culture, and philosophy.

RESULTS

For the past 35 years we have helped clients like you design the change they want to see in their organization. At AllenComm, we help create strategies to influence and engage with your teams, then we take it one step further and connect your values with purpose and direction to ensure you’re safe and productive throughout the company.

At one major pharmaceutical company we designed a program that decreased SOP training times to 1/3 of where they used to be with the first deployment. This helped reduce the company’s risk profile, and the time saved helped increase morale, which increased overall productivity.